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Notable Solutions, Inc. Successfully
Demonstrates Healthcare System Interoperability
at IHE North American 2013 Connectathon
The Associated Press
Notable Solutions, Inc., (NSi) a leading provider of paper and electronic data capture
and print stream management solutions, announced today that it has successfully
completed interoperability testing at the Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE)
North American 2013 Connectathon. During the weeklong event held in Chicago,
NSi successfully passed 100 percent of its HL7 C-CDA based exchanges and
demonstrated interoperability with leading Electronic Health Record (EHR)
applications from industry vendors.
The IHE North American Connectathon provides interoperability and connectivity
testing of health information systems in an effort to improve patient care by
promoting the adoption of industry standards among healthcare IT vendors and
users. With more than 160 systems and over 500 participants, vendors take part in
real-life clinical scenarios based on IHE Integration Profiles. The long-term program
is sponsored by professional healthcare societies such as RSNA, HIMSS, ACC, ECR
and others to support the coordinated use of healthcare IT standards and to provide
a common framework for multi-vendor systems integration.
"The results of this testing confirm that NSi can successfully meet interoperability
standards with the most relevant healthcare IT solutions," said Mike Morper, vice
president of marketing at NSi. "NSi is committed to helping organizations smoothly
transition to EHR systems and demonstrate meaningful use with secure print, scan
and fax solutions. Customers can rely on NSi to fully support their HIPAA compliance
initiatives throughout the entire patient lifecycle."
NSi's software solutions allow healthcare organizations to securely capture, process
and route all health, patient and financial information and is currently at work in
various healthcare facilities -- hospitals, clinics and physician's offices -- throughout
the U.S. and Europe.
Healthcare customers use NSi's award-winning data capture and output
management solutions to streamline pharmaceutical processes, create more secure
and efficient workflows with bi-directional look up features, provide audit trails for
patient records and financial information, and enforce business processes and
standards. Physician offices as well as large healthcare providers are able to
leverage existing hardware to safely manage patient health information, providing
easy and secure access to data even from remote locations.
Visit NSi at HIMSS in New Orleans March 4-6, 2013 in Booth #4182.
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Notable Solutions, Inc. (NSi) is a leading provider of intelligent paper, electronic
document capture and enterprise output management solutions. NSi's flagship
product, NSi AutoStore®, securely captures business-critical information from
virtually any source and then intelligently routes the information and corresponding
documents into the appropriate business system or output device. NSi's output
management solution also supports mobile printing and centralized print cost
management capabilities. Ranked among the fastest growing companies in North
America on Deloitte's 2012 Technology Fast 500, NSi serves more than thirteen
thousand global customers with offices in Rockville, Maryland; Gainesville, Florida;
Wetzlar, Germany; Stockholm, Sweden and Sao Paulo, Brazil. For more information,
please visit: www.nsiautostore.com.
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